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ABSTRACT 

The rapid evolution of repetitive DNA sequences, including heterochromatic regions,          

satellite DNA, tandem duplications, and transposable elements, can underlie phenotypic          

evolution and contribute to hybrid incompatibilities between species. However, repetitive          

genomic regions are fragmented in most contemporary genome assemblies. We          

generated highly contiguous de novo assemblies for the Drosophila simulans species           

complex ( D. simulans, D. mauritiana, and D. sechellia), which speciated ~250,000 years            

ago. These species diverged from their common ancestor with D. melanogaster ~3            

million years ago. Our assemblies are comparable in contiguity and accuracy to the             

current D. melanogaster genome, allowing us to directly compare repetitive regions in            

genomes across different evolutionary times. We find a rapid turnover of satellite DNA             

and extensive structural variation in heterochromatic regions, while the euchromatic          

gene content is mostly conserved. Despite the overall preservation of synteny,           

euchromatin of each species has been sculpted by clade and species-specific           

inversions, transposable elements (TE), satellite and tRNA tandem arrays, and gene           

duplications. We also find Y-linked genes rapidly diverging, in terms of copy number             

and recent duplications from the autosomes. Our assemblies provide a valuable           

resource for studying genome evolution and its consequences for phenotypic evolution           

in these genetic model species.  
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INTRODUCTION 

The group of four fruit fly species composed of D. melanogaster, D. simulans, D.              

sechellia and D. mauritiana is collectively known as the D. melanogaster species            

complex (or mel-complex for short) (Hey and Kliman 1993) and serves as a model              

system for studying speciation (Tao et al. 2001; Wu 2001; Meiklejohn et al. 2018),              

behavior (Ding et al. 2019), population genetics (Kliman et al. 2000; Begun et al. 2007;               

Garrigan et al. 2012), and molecular evolution (Moriyama and Powell 1997). The            

members of the mel-complex are closely related and are ~96% identical in shared             

genomic regions (Begun et al. 2007; Garrigan et al. 2012); indeed, they are so similar               

as to be morphologically indistinguishable to the untrained eye. And yet, despite these             

similarities, they exhibit profound biological differences. D. melanogaster and the three           

D. simulans complex species are reproductively isolated, with either sterile or lethal            

hybrids (Barbash 2010). They also exhibit unique ecological adaptations: D. sechellia           

larvae specialize in a fruit toxic to the other three species (R’Kha et al. 1991) whereas                

D. melanogaster can thrive in ethanol concentrations lethal to the D. simulans species             

complex (Merçot et al. 1994). Recent studies suggest that these species are more             

distinct at the genetic level than previously appreciated, due to variation in poorly             

resolved or inaccessible repetitive regions of the existing genome assemblies of the D.             

simulans species complex (Chakraborty et al. 2018; Miller et al. 2018). In both humans              

and fruit flies, genetic variation comprised of repetitive sequences such as transposons,            

satellites, and duplications affects more of the genome than all single nucleotide            

variants (SNVs) combined (Chakraborty et al. 2018; 1000 Genomes Project Consortium           

et al. 2015). Moreover, such variants often exhibit large fitness effects, underlie            

ecological adaptations, or are involved in genomic conflicts (e.g. (Daborn et al. 2002;             

Montchamp-Moreau et al. 2006; Tao et al. 2007b, 2007a; Fishman and Saunders 2008;             

Larracuente and Presgraves 2012; Van’t Hof et al. 2016; Battlay et al. 2018;             

Chakraborty et al. 2019)). 
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Repetitive sequences comprise a substantial fraction of the genomes of          

multicellular eukaryotes, occupying ~50% of human genomes and ~40% of Drosophila           

melanogaster genomes (Treangen and Salzberg 2011; Hoskins et al. 2015; Chang and            

Larracuente 2019). These sequences include repeated tandem arrays of non-coding          

sequences like satellite DNAs, self-replicating selfish elements like transposable         

elements (TEs), and duplications of otherwise unique sequences, including genes.          

Within eukaryotic genomes, there are critical structures essential for cell organization           

and function that consist primarily or entirely of repetitive DNA sequences. For example,             

chromosome segregation depends on centromeres, which are composed of various          

satellites and/or transposable elements (Klein and O’Neill 2018; Chang et al. 2019;            

Hartley and O’Neill 2019). Similarly, telomeres, which maintain chromosome integrity,          

are made up of telomere-specific tandem repeats (Moyzis et al. 1988) or transposable             

elements (Mason et al. 2008). Additionally, protein translation requires ribosomal RNAs           

and tRNAs encoded in large tandem arrays of DNA (Hillis and Dixon 1991). Short              

tandem repeats near protein-coding genes can recruit transcription factors to regulate           

gene expression (Rockman and Wray 2002; Gemayel, et al. 2010). Finally, euchromatic            

satellite repeats contribute to X chromosome recognition during dosage compensation          

in Drosophila males through the RNA interference pathway (Menon and Meller 2012;            

Menon et al. 2014). 

Repeats can also have major effects on genome evolution. Repetitive sequences           

can selfishly proliferate and create conflicts within genomes (Doolittle and Sapienza           

1980; Orgel and Crick 1980), and these intragenomic conflicts can trigger wider            

evolutionary arms races within and between genomes (Werren et al. 1988; Aravin et al.              

2007; Ellis et al. 2011; Cocquet et al. 2012; Blumenstiel 2019; Parhad and Theurkauf              

2019; Rathje et al. 2019). For example, discrete genomic loci containing TE fragments             

produce small, Piwi-interacting RNAs (piRNA) to silence TEs (Brennecke et al. 2007),            

driving evolutionary arms races between selfish elements and their host genomes (but            

see (Cosby et al. 2019)). Tandemly repeated DNAs have been found to be involved in               

selfish meiotic drive systems that cheat meiosis to bias their transmission to the next              
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generation (reviewed in (Lindholm et al. 2016)), and these drivers can then trigger the              

rapid evolution of repeats within and between genomes (Cocquet et al. 2012; Lindholm             

et al. 2016; Rathje et al. 2019). Repeats at centromeres can drive in female meiosis,               

causing rapid evolution of centromere proteins to restore parity (Henikoff et al. 2001).             

Repeats are also targets of meiotic drivers in the male germline. For example, the              

selfish Segregation Distorter gene complex of D. melanogaster kills sperm bearing a            

large block of a satellite repeat ( Responder; Rsp) during spermatogenesis, thus gaining            

a transmission advantage to the next generation (reviewed in (Larracuente and           

Presgraves 2012)). This conflict between driver and target may cause the rapid            

evolution of Rsp over short evolutionary time scales (Cabot et al. 1993; Larracuente             

2014). The lack of recombination and male-limited transmission of Y chromosomes also            

create opportunities for conflicts to form— e.g., antagonistic gene families on           

mammalian sex chromosomes (Cocquet et al. 2012; Kruger et al. 2019) and X-linked             

meiotic drive in Drosophila genomes (reviewed in (Jaenike 2001)). These conflicts           

impose strong selection pressures on Y chromosomes that may trigger the rapid            

turnover of Y-linked repeats (Lohe and Roberts 1990; Bachtrog 2004; Larracuente and            

Clark 2013; Wei et al. 2018). 

While TEs are often regarded as genomic parasites, they can also fuel genome             

innovation and contribute to adaptive evolution. For example, acquisition of xenobiotic           

resistance (e.g., insecticide resistance) is often accomplished via complex structural          

mutations that include recurrent duplications and transposable element insertions at          

many loci (Aminetzach et al. 2005; Schmidt et al. 2010; Van’t Hof et al. 2016;               

Chakraborty et al. 2018, 2019). Mounting evidence suggests TEs also participate in            

commensal and mutualistic interactions, leading to less antagonistic modes of          

coevolution of TEs with their hosts (reviewed in (Cosby et al. 2019). 

The very nature of repetitive sequences makes them difficult to study. Genome            

assemblies cannot reliably resolve repetitive segments that substantially exceed the          

length of the sequence reads from which they are constructed (Alkan et al. 2011b). As a                

consequence, whole-genome shotgun sequencing approaches based on reads shorter         
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than common repeats yield erroneous, fragmented, and incomplete genome         

assemblies, which are particularly unreliable in repetitive regions (Hoskins et al. 2015,            

2002). Combined with the fact that historically, reference-quality genomes were only           

distantly related to each other, understanding the interspecies evolutionary dynamics of           

sequences exhibiting such high rates of mutation and rapid turnover is challenging            

(Plohl et al. 2012; Lower et al. 2018; Blumenstiel 2019). Consequently, until recently,             

comparative genomics could offer only limited insight into the evolution of the repetitive             

genome. The advent of sequencing technologies that produce reads longer than           

common repeats solves these problems. Long-read based assemblies can be nearly           

complete, contiguous, and accurate (Steinberg et al. 2014; Berlin et al. 2015; Chaisson             

et al. 2015; Chakraborty et al. 2016, 2018; Solares et al. 2018; Chang and Larracuente               

2019). 

To understand how changes in repeated and copied sequences affect the           

evolutionary dynamics of genome structure, we sequenced and assembled         

reference-quality genomes of D. simulans , D. sechellia, and D. mauritiana. These three            

species, collectively known as the Drosophila simulans complex (or sim-complex for           

short; (Kliman et al. 2000)), comprise the nearest sister species to D. melanogaster , and              

are virtually equally related to each other and D. melanogaster (Fig. 1A), probably as a               

consequence of rapid speciation (Garrigan et al. 2012; Pease and Hahn 2013). The             

lineages that would give rise to the sim-complex and D. melanogaster diverged            

approximately 3 mya, while the sim-complex species diverged from one another           

approximately 250,000 years ago (Lachaise et al. 1986; Kliman et al. 2000; McDermott             

and Kliman 2008; Garrigan et al. 2012) and still hybridize in nature (Matute and Ayroles               

2014). We used high-coverage single-molecule real-time sequencing to assemble the          

sim-complex species genomes de novo, permitting us to resolve repetitive sequences           

that have, until now, evaded scrutiny. These assemblies are comparable in           

completeness and contiguity to the latest release of the D. melanogaster reference            

genome, arguably the highest quality metazoan genome available. For each species,           
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we annotated repetitive sequences, including TEs, satellites, tRNAs, and tandem          

 

Figure 1. Reference quality de novo genome assemblies of the Drosophila           
melanogaster species complex. (A) Phylogeny showing the evolutionary relationship         
among the members of the Drosophila simulans complex and D. melanogaster. (B)            
Contiguities of the new assemblies from Drosophila simulans clade and the reference            
assembly of D. melanogaster (R6). The contigs were ranked by their lengths and their              
cumulative lengths were plotted on the Y-axis. The colors represent different species. 
 

duplicates. We find that structural divergence is a dynamic process that rapidly leads to              

substantial variation between closely related species. For example, while TEs make up            

a substantial proportion of mel-complex genomes, very few are shared between           

species, indicating a rapid turnover of TE content. We also find extensive genomic  
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Table 1. Contiguity of assemblies reported here compared to that of the Drosophila             
melanogaster community assembly. The assembly size is the total number of basepairs            
reported across all sequences for the specified assembly. Contig assemblies represent           
contiguous gapless sequences whereas scaffold assemblies represent collections of         
contigs ordered and oriented appropriately, but with gaps connecting them (see           
Methods). NGX is a measure of contiguity indicating that sequences of this length or              
longer comprise X% of a specified genome size, G. LGX is a measure of contiguity               
indicating the smallest number of sequences required to represent X% or more of the              
genome. For this study, the specified genome size, G, is 150 Mb. 

 

 

rearrangements inside heterochromatic regions, including pericentromeric regions and        

the Y chromosome. We discover sim-complex specific tandem gene duplicates that           

likely acquired function. Altogether, we uncover a surprisingly dynamic picture of repeat            

evolution that leads to extensive genome variation on short timescales. 

 

RESULTS 

Contiguous, accurate, and complete assemblies resolve previous       

misassemblies 

Highly contiguous, accurate genome assemblies permit comprehensive detection of         

genome-wide variation (Alkan et al. 2011a) and such assemblies are attainable with            

high coverage (~100 fold) long reads (Chakraborty et al. 2016; Koren et al. 2017;              

Chakraborty et al. 2018). To understand the contributions of repetitive and complex            

genomic regions towards genome and species diversification, we collected deep  
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Figure 2. Chromosomal rearrangements in the sim-complex species. We used mauve           
(A) and D-Genies (Cabanettes and Klopp 2018) (B) to show the syntenies between the              
members of the simulans species complex and D. melanogaster. A) Colored rectangles            
show positions of syntenic collinear blocks compared to the D. melanogaster reference            
(v6; see details in Materials and Methods). Each chromosome arm is plotted with its              
own scale with position in megabase indicated above each chromosome. Lines           
connecting boundaries of colored blocks indicate structural rearrangements. Along the          
euchromatic chromosome arms, there are three major inversion events (X, 3R, and 4).             
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The heterochromatic regions have significantly more rearrangements than the         
euchromatin (see text). The heterochromatic regions are marked with a shaded grey bar             
and the position of the last gene on the scaffolds is indicated for each chromosome arm.                
B) The dot plots for the whole genome and each chromosome arm between the              
simulans complex species and D. melanogaster . The green segments represent high           
identity of alignment while the orange segments represent lower identity. 
 

(100-150 fold autosomal coverage) long read sequence data from males (supplemental           

Fig. S1–2; supplemental Table S1) using Single Molecule Real Time Sequencing by            

Pacific Biosciences. We used these reads to create reference-quality de novo genome            

assemblies for three closely related Drosophila species: D. simulans, D. sechellia, and            

D. mauritiana. One measure of contiguity is contig NG50, which indicates that gapless             

sequences of this length or longer comprise 50% of a specified genome size, G. By this                

metric with G = 150 Mb, the NG50 for D. simulans, D. sechellia, and D. mauritiana are                 

22.9 Mb, 19.9 Mb, 21.2 Mb, respectively (Table 1, Fig. 1B; supplemental Fig. S3). Our               

assemblies are as contiguous as the D. melanogaster reference (contig NG50 = 19.5             

Mb; (Hoskins et al. 2015)), which is regarded as the gold standard for metazoan              

genome assemblies. In all three species, the majority of each chromosome arm            

assembled into single contigs, including the entirety of the euchromatin and large            

stretches of pericentric heterochromatin, revealing extensive structural genetic        

divergence (Fig. 1B, Fig. 2, supplemental Fig. S4). Our assemblies are less contiguous  

inside the pericentric heterochromatin because these genomic regions consist mainly of           

satellites and transposable elements and therefore require specialized assembly         

approaches (Khost et al. 2017; Chang and Larracuente 2019). Nonetheless, we           

assembled more than 20Mbp of pericentric heterochromatin, revealing structural         

rearrangements and divergence at these previously inaccessible complex genomic         

regions (Fig. 2A). 

A comparison of our assemblies to the D. melanogaster genome shows           

contiguous synteny across the major chromosome arms (Fig. 2; supplemental Fig. 4),            

except large inversions on 3R and the 4th chromosome that were previously known             

(Podemski et al. 2001; Schaeffer et al. 2008). Consequently, large errors in our             
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assemblies are unlikely, a conclusion which is further supported by the evenly            

distributed long-read coverage (supplemental Fig. S1–2) and mapping of BAC          

sequences across the assembled chromosomes (supplemental Fig. S5; supplementary         

text). Our assemblies are also highly accurate at the nucleotide level, as suggested by              

the QV estimates, which (QV = 44.0–46.3) match the D. melanogaster reference            

genome sequence accuracy (QV = 44.3; supplemental Table S2). Evaluation of           

assembly completeness based on a set of 2,799 single copy conserved Dipteran            

orthologs (BUSCO; (Simão et al. 2015) show that our assemblies contain as many             

conserved orthologs (98.8–99% BUSCO) as the D. melanogaster reference genome          

(98.6% BUSCO; supplemental Table S3). 

In addition to assembling previously unassembled regions, we also corrected          

errors previously noted in the draft assemblies of these species (Schaeffer et al. 2008).              

For example, the ~350 Kb subtelomeric fragment from 3L that was misassembled onto             

the 2R scaffold in the D. simulans reference assembly (Schaeffer et al. 2008) is              

correctly placed in our D. simulans 3L assembly. Moreover, our D. sechellia assembly             

corrects several chimeric sequences, including the sequences involving the 3L, 3R and            

X and misjoins between 2L, 3R, and 2R sequences in the previous assemblies of this               

species (Schaeffer et al. 2008). 

In addition to the Drosophila genomes, we assembled ~1.3 Mb circularized           

contigs representing the entire Wolbachia genomes from D. mauritiana and D. sechellia.            

The sequence data from the D. simulans w XD1 strain did not sample the Wolbachia              

genome. The Wolbachia genomes we assembled are comparable in size to the            

complete Wolbachia genomes previously assembled from D. melanogaster (GenBank         

ID AE017196.1) and w Ha and wNo from D. simulans (CP003884.1 and CP003883,            

respectively). The Wolbachia in D. sechellia ( wSech) and D. mauritiana ( wMau) share            

more than 95% identity with wHa (supergroup A) and w No (supergroup B) sequences             

from D. simulans, respectively. Though D. sechellia, similar to D. simulans, can be             

doubly infected with Wolbachia strains (Rousset and Solignac 1995) from both           

supergroups, our assembly only recovered evidence of a strain closely related to wHa             
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(presumably wSh rather than wSn). In addition, our wMau is almost identical (> 99.9%              

identity) to the recently published Wolbachia genomes from two other D. mauritiana            

strains (genome: CP034334 and CP034335)(Lefoulon et al. 2019). Notably, while we           

observed only one inversion between wHa and wSech (supplemental Fig. S6A), we            

found 15 genome rearrangement events between w No and wMau under          

double-cut-and-join (DCJ) model (supplemental Fig. S6B) (Lin and Moret 2008).         

Moreover, we confirmed four previously identified deletions in wMau and discovered           

that they all adjoin other SVs (Meany et al. 2019). Three of the four (CNVs 1, 3, and 4 in                    

supplemental Fig. S6C) are at rearrangement breakpoints while the other (CNV 2)            

shows a segment repeated in wNo flanking the segment deleted in wMau. Additionally,             

w Mau maintains a single-copy segment in one of the deletions (CNV 1) which is itself is                

a dispersed two-copy repeat in w No (supplemental Fig. S6C). We found that more             

reads mapped to Wolbachia in D. mauritiana compared to D. sechellia–13.2 fold more             

long reads from male flies and 1,297 fold more Illumina reads from female flies, post               

normalization by genome coverage (supplemental Table S1 and supplemental Fig. S7),           

which might reflect differences in vivo titers. We detected no other symbionts in D.              

mauritiana but found 28 bacterial contigs from Providencia species, a known Drosophila            

pathogen (Juneja and Lazzaro 2009), in D. sechellia (supplemental Table S4). 

Species and clade-specific genomic rearrangements 

Whole-genome alignments of the four species reveal large-scale synteny: euchromatic          

arms are largely collinear between the three D. simulans species and D. melanogaster             

(Fig. 2). Despite this, we uncover several species- and clade-specific chromosomal           

inversions that are located in previously un-assembled euchromatin as well as within            

the repeat-dense regions approaching pericentromeric heterochromatin (Fig. 2). 

We first compared the genomic rearrangement rates between species and in           

different genomic regions. We aligned the genomes using Mauve (which builds locally            

collinear blocks) and then estimated the number of large genomic rearrangements           

within the genomes (Lin and Moret 2008). Using these locally collinear blocks, we             
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discovered 535–542 rearrangements between D. melanogaster and species in D.          

simulans complex (~90 mutations per million-year), and 118–182 genomic         

rearrangements between species in D. simulans complex (236–364 mutations per          

million-year; supplemental Table S5). Within the euchromatin, rearrangements are         

strongly enriched on the X chromosome: more than 60% of all rearrangements between             

D. melanogaster and the sim-complex species, and all but one euchromatic           

rearrangement within the sim-complex species are X-linked (Fig 2A; supplemental          

Table S5). Among all genomic rearrangements, more than 95% are located in            

heterochromatic regions. 

To identify different types of genomic rearrangement with higher sensitivity, we           

applied MUMmer and svmu, which directly analyze MUMs without building locally           

collinear blocks. Within the euchromatin boundaries, D. simulans, D. mauritiana, and D.            

sechellia differ by 23, 25, and 21 inversions, respectively, ranging up to 13.6 Mbp. Nine               

inversions are shared among all three sim-complex species, 4 of which are also present              

in the outgroup species D. yakuba. This suggests that these 4 inversions likely occurred              

in the D. melanogaster lineage, while the other five occurred on the lineage leading to               

the sim-complex species. One of these, a 13.6 Mbp inversion (3R:8049180–21735108)           

on 3R that was previously identified based on cytological evidence (Sturtevant and            

Plunkett 1926), is contained within a single contig in all three assemblies (Fig. 2). The               

sim-mau, sim-sech, mau-sech species pairs share 5, 3, and 4 euchromatic inversions,            

respectively, suggesting that they were polymorphic in the common ancestor of the            

sim-complex species. Notably, a 460-kb inversion on the X chromosome shared by D.             

sechellia (X:8744323–9203725) and D. mauritiana (X:8736133–9203526) spans 45        

protein-coding genes, including several genes involved in chromatin assembly and          

germline development (HP1b, APC4, His3.3B, and mei-P26; Fig. 2, supplemental Fig.           

S8). 

It is more difficult to confidently determine the nature of rearrangements in            

heterochromatic regions due to a lack of large syntenic sequence blocks, but we do              

observe evidence for two large (> 100-Kb) inversions within pericentromeric          
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heterochromatin. One such inversion appears to be pericentric, wherein an inverted           

segment from 3R pericentric heterochromatin is now attached to 3L pericentric           

heterochromatin (Fig. 2, Fig. S9A–D). Inspection of the outgroup D. erecta and D.             

yakuba genomes suggests that the inversion most likely occurred in the D.            

melanogaster lineage. We also observed a ~700-kb inversion in the X heterochromatin            

of sim-complex species that spans 35 genes (22.4–23.1Mb on D. melanogaster X; Fig.             

2, supplemental Fig. S8). The FlyBase reference assemblies of D. yakuba and D. erecta              

do not have any evidence of this X inversion (dos Santos et al. 2015), suggesting that                

this inversion is sim-complex specific. We also find large species-specific          

heterochromatic inversions on D. mauritiana 2R and D. sechellia 3R (Fig. 2,            

supplemental Fig. S9–10). 

 

Figure 3. The repeat content across the chromosome arms in D. simulans species             
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complex. We estimated the repeat content in the genome using RepeatMasker. Each            
bar represents the proportion of different repeat types in 100-kb windows. The red             
dotted lines indicate the euchromatin-heterochromatin boundaries. 

Repetitive DNA 

We annotated repetitive DNA across the genome using our custom repeat library            

(supplementary File S1). To examine the repeats underlying genome differences in the  

D. simulans complex, we used our annotations to estimate repeat abundance, and            

confirmed the estimates by mapping Illumina reads to the library (see Methods). For the              

major arms, we plotted the distribution of repetitive elements across the scaffolds (Fig.             

3). We used the euchromatin-heterochromatin boundaries in D. melanogaster to infer           

these boundaries in the D. simulans species complex (Hoskins et al. 2015). The density              

of repetitive elements increases approaching the euchromatin-heterochromatin       

boundary, consistent with our expectations. Below we detail the patterns of the different             

classes of repetitive elements. 

Distribution of satellites 
Just beyond the highly repetitive regions at the ends of the scaffolds are large blocks of                

tandem repeats classified as satellite DNAs. These satellite DNAs differ greatly in            

genomic distribution between D. melanogaster and the sim-complex, and even between           

the sim-complex species (Jagannathan et al. 2017). In addition to previously known            

satellites, we identified several novel complex satellite arrays in the D. simulans            

complex species using Tandem Repeat Finder (TRF), selecting satellites with a           

monomer size ≥ 10 and an array size of at least 30-kb, which we named for their                 

monomer size (90U, 193XP, and 500U). One of the satellites we describe here is 500U,               

which are located primarily on unassigned contigs and near the centromeres (Chang et             

al. 2019; Talbert et al. 2018). We find the other two satellites, 90U and 193XP, near the                 

ribosomal DNA (rDNA) loci. The 90U satellite is closely associated with rDNA arrays,             

where smaller blocks of this repeat correspond to one of the non-transcribed spacer             

(NTS) subunits (Stage and Eickbush 2007). 90U repeats are located directly adjacent to             
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the 28S rDNA subunit and the 240-bp NTS repeat sequence, both on the scaffolded              

portion of the rDNA locus on the X chromosome as well as on numerous unassigned               

contigs. There is also a large 193XP locus in the pericentromeric heterochromatin            

adjacent to the rDNA locus but is not part of the locus itself. In D. simulans and D.                  

mauritiana, the 193XP locus is approximately 79kb and 48kb, respectively, with LTR            

insertions towards the edges of the arrays. In both species, the centromere-proximal            

side of the locus is separated from the rDNA locus by a gap, so the actual size of the                   

193XP loci could be much larger. The scaffolded locus in D. sechellia is much smaller,               

only about 3.4kb; however, it also is adjacent to a gap and dense 193XP repeats are                

found on unassigned contigs, so it also could be much larger in this species. The 193XP                

locus is shared across the sim-complex but is absent in outgroup species, D.             

melanogaster, D. erecta and D. yakuba, suggesting that it arose in the ancestor of the               

D. simulans complex. Consistent with our assemblies, we detect fluorescence in situ            

hybridization signal for 193XP only on the X pericentromere in the sim-complex            

(supplemental Fig. S11). 

In addition to the large blocks of heterochromatic satellite DNA, we find satDNA             

arrays in the euchromatin (supplemental Table S6) as previously reported (Kuhn et al.             

2012; Gallach 2014; Waring and Pollack 1987; DiBartolomeis et al. 1992). Some            

X-linked euchromatic satDNAs may have functional roles. For example, a subset of            

1.688 repeats in the X euchromatin of D. melanogaster plays a role in dosage              

compensation (Menon et al. 2014). Similar to D. melanogaster , euchromatic satDNA           

repeats are enriched on the X chromosome relative to the autosomes in all three              

sim-complex species (supplemental Table S6). Satellites on the autosomes only          

comprise ~0.07% of the total bases in the euchromatin, while they comprise 1% total              

bases on the X chromosome in D. melanogaster and D. simulans , and up to 2.4% in D.                 

mauritiana and more than 3.4% in D. sechellia . The latter is a minimum estimate              

because the D. sechellia X chromosome contains 6 gaps in the euchromatic satellite             

regions. The location, abundance, and composition of euchromatic satellites differ          

between each species. For example, a complex satellite repeat called Rsp-like           
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(Larracuente 2014) expanded recently in D. simulans and D. mauritiana, moving to new             

genomic locations across the X euchromatin. The new Rsp-like repeats inserted into            

existing arrays of 1.688–another type of complex satellite repeat. Interestingly, the           

locations of large blocks of Rsp-like and 1.688 exist in different genomic locations in the               

heterochromatin of each of these species (Larracuente 2014), indicating that satellite           

repeats are dynamic in both the heterochromatin and euchromatin (Sproul et al. 2019). 

Transposable elements  

Transposable elements (TEs) are abundant dispersed repeats that are problematic for           

genome assembly with traditional shotgun sequencing approaches. In order to quantify           

the dynamics of TEs over short evolutionary time scales, we estimated TE content in D.               

melanogaster and the three sim-complex species (see Methods). We restricted our           

analyses to euchromatic TE sequence, since accurately assembling heterochromatic         

regions remains challenging (Khost et al. 2017). Unless otherwise noted, our results are             

based on comparisons of TE content (i.e. the number of bases) rather than the number               

of TE insertions (i.e. number of events). Finally, when we describe patterns specific to              

particular lineages, we are describing quantitative variation of TE content of broad            

categories rather than the presence/absence of families unique to lineages. 

 

Figure 4. Euchromatic transposon sequence content in each species and their ancestral            
lineages in the D. melanogaster species complex. In each lineage, the bars represent             
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the total content (A) or relative proportion (B) of TE bases due to LTR, DNA, non-LTR                
retrotransposon TEs. The total bases due to TEs fixed in the ancestral lineages is much               
smaller than species-specific TE content. The proportion of different TE types is            
dynamic across the lineages shown here. 

 

We find that the sim-complex genomes host 67–83% as much TE sequence as             

D. melanogaster (Fig. 4A). The most striking difference in TE content between D.             

melanogaster and the sim-complex species is the enrichment of LTR retrotransposons           

in D. melanogaster (Kaminker et al. 2002; Bergman and Bensasson 2007), which            

carries between 1.3 and 1.8 Mbp more LTR content than the three sim-complex species              

(Fig. 4A). DNA transposon and non-LTR content in D. melanogaster are similar to that              

of the sim-complex species (Fig. 4A). Most TE bases in the sim-complex genomes are              

specific to each species (Fig. 4A): between 66 and 72% of TE sequence content in               

these three species is not found in the other two, or in D. melanogaster. This is                

consistent with a dynamic turnover of the TE content in these genomes, with most              

TE-derived sequences the result of recent transposable element activity (Drosophila 12           

Genomes Consortium et al. 2007; Lerat et al. 2011; Bargues and Lerat 2017). 

We also find that TE composition differs across the lineages connecting these            

four species (Fig. 4B; supplemental Fig. S12). Among the TE content shared in synteny              

by all members of the mel-complex, sequence derived from segments classified as            

non-LTR retrotransposons is the most prevalent (52%), followed by DNA transposons           

(30%) and LTR retrotransposons (18%). In contrast, orthologous TE sequence present           

in all three sim-complex species but not D. melanogaster are dramatically enriched in             

DNA transposons, which make up 71% of the orthologous TE sequence among the             

sim-complex species (Fig. 4B) despite being shorter than other TE classes           

(supplemental Fig. S13). LTR and non-LTR retrotransposons contribute similar         

proportions of sequence to the total amount of syntenic sim-complex TE sequence            

(13% and 16%, respectively). This shared enrichment of DNA transposons across           

orthologous positions in all three sim-complex species is largely attributable to a single             

subclass of DNA transposon called INE-1 (also called DINE-1 or DNAREP1) (Yang and             
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Barbash 2008). The relative proportion of INE-1-derived sequence is much higher in the             

branch leading to the sim-complex (46%) than that leading to the mel-complex (13.7%).             

These observations suggest that there was a burst of INE-1 activity in the sim-complex              

ancestor after diverging from their common ancestor with D. melanogaster. In contrast,            

the composition of species-specific TE branches is dominated by LTR elements           

(48-57%) followed by non-LTR elements (27-40%) and a smaller contribution of DNA            

elements (12-16%) (Fig. 4B). A low proportion of older syntenic LTRs suggests that             

most LTR elements in these genomes are young and species-specific (Bergman and            

Bensasson 2007). In contrast, non-LTR retrotransposon sequences, which are enriched          

among older TE-derived sequences, appear to be retained at much higher rates in all              

four species. 

Table 2. TE bases annotated in 6,984 conserved genes in D. melanogaster, D.             
simulans, ancestral lineages of the sim-complex species (mau-sech-sim) and the          
mel-complex species (mel-mau-sech-sim). 

 
Consistent with the deleterious nature of exonic TE insertions (Cridland et al.            

2013; Chakraborty et al. 2019), most (82%) TEs inside the 6,984 genes annotated with              

single molecule sequencing of full length mRNA (see Methods) in D. simulans are             

located within introns (Table 2). A similar percentage (94%) of genic TE sequences that              

are shared by all three sim-complex species are intronic. In contrast, among genic TEs              

found in all four mel-complex species, exonic TE sequence outnumbers intronic           

sequence (52% versus 48%). The excess of exonic TE bases acquired on the             

mel-complex ancestral branch compared to the sim-complex ancestral branch is mainly           

due to the higher abundance of non-LTR retrotransposons in the former (Fig. 4B;             

supplemental Fig. S14). In contrast, the DNA elements contribute similar amounts of            
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bases to exonic TEs acquired on both of these ancestral branches (supplemental Fig.             

S14). 

Intronic Indels 

We analyzed 21,860 introns in 6,289 orthologous genes with conserved annotation           

positions in all four mel-complex species. Consistent with previous studies (Comeron           

and Kreitman 2000; Ometto et al. 2005; Presgraves 2006), we found that introns are              

significantly shorter in the sim-complex compared to D. melanogaster (supplemental          

Table S7). The longer introns in D. melanogaster appear to result for at least two               

distinct reasons. First, introns without transposons or complex satellite sequences          

(‘simple introns’) are significantly longer in D. melanogaster than the other three species             

(paired t-tests, all P < 1e-7, supplemental Fig. S15), but the difference in mean intron               

length is less than 3 bp (supplemental Table S7). This small difference likely results              

from differential insertion/deletion bias between D. melanogaster (inferred from         

polymorphic indels (DGRP; (Huang et al. 2014)) and D. simulans ( (Signor et al. 2018);              

see supplementary text)). Second, introns that contain TE-derived sequences or          

complex satellites (‘complex introns’) are, on average, ~700 bp longer in D.            

melanogaster (paired t-tests, all P < 0.001; supplemental Fig. S16), in part due to longer               

intronic TEs in D. melanogaster (mean TE length = 4132 bp) than in the sim-complex               

species (mean TE lengths of D. simulans = 2429 bp, D. mauritiana = 2429 bp, D.                

sechellia = 2287 bp; supplemental Fig. S16). 

Tandem duplication 

To identify tandem duplications shared in the sim-complex species, we aligned each            

sim-complex genome to the D. melanogaster reference genome using MUMmer          

(Marçais et al. 2018) and LASTZ. Adjacent alignments that are overlapping in the D.              

melanogaster genome but non-overlapping in the sim-complex genomes were         

annotated as a duplication in the latter (see Methods; supplemental Table S8). We             
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found 97 duplications within the euchromatin shared among D. simulans, D. mauritiana ,            

and D. sechellia. Among these, at most 11 overlapped with duplications present in the  

 

Figure 5. The expression divergence of maternal haploid ( mh) duplicates in the D.             
simulans species complex. A) The sim-complex shares a tandem duplication of mh and             
alg14 genes. The expression of both mh copies is supported by Isoseq and Illumina              
transcriptome data. B) The proximal copy of mh ( mh-p) is primarily expressed in             
females and the distal copy ( mh-d) shows testis-biased expression in both D. mauritiana             
and D. simulans. 
 
outgroup D. yakuba, suggesting that at least 86 duplications are shared only among the              

sim-complex and presumably originated during the ~2.5 million years of separation           

between the MRCA of mel-complex and the MRCA of the sim-complex species. This             

indicates that duplications have originated in this clade at a rate of ~34 per million years.                
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72% of these duplications (62/86) overlap exons, 37% (32/86) overlap complete           

protein-coding sequence, and 15% (13/86) overlap full-length D. melanogaster genes.          

In total, 32 complete genes were duplicated, suggesting that new genes arose by             

duplication in the MRCA of the sim-complex at the rate of 12.8 genes/million years. The               

X chromosome carries both an excess of duplicated genes (23 X-linked, 9 autosomal; P              

< 2.2 ×10 -16, proportion test against the null of the proportion of X-linked genes in the                

genome, 0.158) as well as duplicates overlapping full genes (6/13, P = 0.01, proportion              

test against the null of the proportion of X-linked genes in the genome, 0.158), relative               

to the autosomes. 

Several duplication events involve genes that are associated with phenotypes          

linked to speciation or species divergence: spermatogenesis ( nsr; (Ding et al. 2010)),            

meiosis ( cona), odorant binding ( obp18a), chromosome organization ( HP1D3csd),        

cytoskeleton organization ( RhoGAP18B). Not all of these duplications are present in the            

previous assemblies of the sim-complex species. For example, we discovered a new            

3,324 bp duplication that copied the genes maternal haploid ( mh) and Alg14. Mh             

maintains genome integrity by interacting with the 359 bp satellite repeats and is             

essential for proper distribution of the parental genomes during zygotic cell division in D.              

melanogaster (Loppin et al. 2001; Delabaere et al. 2014; Tang et al. 2017). Analysis of               

D. mauritiana and D. simulans RNA-seq reads from our strains and iso-seq reads from              

another D. simulans strain (Nouhaud 2018) suggests that the transcript of mh-d is             

shorter than mh-p (p and d indicate proximal and distal with respect to the centromere,               

respectively), with mh-p retaining the ancestral gene structure (Fig. 5A and           

supplemental Fig. S17). The shortened mh-d transcript encodes a shorter protein           

sequence compared to mh-p or the ancestral mh (supplemental Fig. S18). Mh-p,            

consistent with its essential function during zygotic cell division, has female-biased           

expression, whereas mh-d has testis-biased expression (Fig. 5B and supplemental Fig.           

S17), suggesting that mh-p may have acquired a new male-specific function in D.             

simulans and D. mauritiana. 
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We also uncovered a new 4,654 bp duplication inside an inverted segment            

(supplementary Fig. 19) of the pericentric heterochromatin on the D. simulans complex            

X chromosome. The duplication created a partial copy of the gene suppressor of forked              

or su(f) (supplementary Fig. S19). This duplication is not present in the current FlyBase              

reference genomes of D. simulans (release 2.02) and D. sechellia (release 1.3) or the              

annotated published genome of D. mauritiana (Garrigan et al. 2014). The proximal su(f)             

copy is missing the first 12 codons from the 5’ end of the ORF. Since we do not yet                   

know whether this copy is transcribed or the structure of any putative transcripts, we              

cannot determine if there is now a new AUG codon upstream of the missing 12 codons.                

However, the proximal copy does retain the rest of the ORF of the ancestral              

mel-complex su(f) coding sequence, including the stop codon. Comparison of the su(f)            

copies gives no evidence that the proximal copy is evolving under relaxed selection             

relative to the distal copy, though the limited divergence limits the power of such              

inferences (Wertheim et al. 2015) (supplementary Fig. S19). 

Evolution of tRNA clusters 
 

Nuclear tRNAs are distributed individually and in clusters that contain identical copies of             

tRNAs that code for the same amino acids (isoacceptor tRNAs) interspersed with those             

coding for different amino acids (alloacceptor tRNAs). Previous analyses of tRNAs in            

the 12 sequenced Drosophila genomes found that D. simulans had the smallest            

complement of tRNAs, though this could also be explained by assembly gaps and             

collapsing of tandem, nearly-identical isoacceptor tRNAs (Velandia-Huerto et al. 2016;          

Rogers et al. 2010). Additionally, in some genomes, including those of Drosophila,            

select tRNAs are associated with TEs (Mouse Genome Sequencing Consortium et al.            

2002; Drosophila 12 Genomes Consortium et al. 2007), which are underrepresented in            

the previous draft genomes. 

We used tRNAscan-SE v1.4 (Lowe and Eddy 1997) to annotate tRNAs in our             

sim-complex species genomes and the D. melanogaster reference genome         
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(supplemental Table S9). Notably, we report the first annotation of genome-wide tRNAs            

in D. mauritiana. We found that genome-wide tRNA counts are very similar between the              

species, ranging from 295 in D. melanogaster to 303 copies in D. sechellia             

 

Figure 6. A) Dynamic changes in nuclear tRNA copy-number, isotype identity, and            
anticodon sequence between D. melanogaster and members of the D. simulans species            
complex. Each rectangle represents a single tRNA copy located within a larger syntenic             
block of tRNAs. Thick black outlines show tRNAs predicted to be pseudogenes. The             
thick white outline shows a tRNA predicted to utilize a different anticodon. B) Secondary              
structure alignment of orthologous nuclear tRNAs that experienced an anticodon shift           
(right). The tRNA anticodon (red box), acceptor stem (highlighted purple), D arm            
(highlighted red), anticodon arm (highlighted green), and T arm (highlighted blue) are            
shown in the alignment. The tRNA isotype and anticodon are both shown in the context               
of their syntenic blocks (left). Secondary structure predictions were generated by           
tRNAscan-SE (Lowe and Eddy 1997) and secondary structure alignments were          
performed by hand. 
 
(supplemental Fig. S20 and supplemental Table S9). Our count of tRNAs in D. simulans              

(300 tRNAs) is substantially higher than was previously reported using an older            

assembly (268 and 255 tRNAs; (Rogers et al. 2010; Velandia-Huerto et al. 2016),             

respectively), suggesting that the high rate of tRNA loss previously reported in this             
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species was likely due to the collapsing of tandem, nearly-identical tRNAs and gaps in              

the previous D. simulans assembly. 

To characterize dynamic changes in tRNA clusters across Drosophila lineages,          

we first identified tRNAs that were likely to be orthologous. tRNAs often arise through              

tandem duplication, complicating the distinction between orthologs and paralogs. We          

manually curated alignments of tRNAs, employing conservation of the gene order,           

strand orientation, distance between adjacent tRNAs, anticodon sequence, and intron          

positions to identify the putative tRNA orthologs between lineages. In doing so, we             

identified syntenic blocks of tRNAs that differed in copy-number, identity (isotype),           

anticodons, and pseudogene designations (Fig. 6). We also used a BLAST-based           

approach, similar to methods used by (Rogers et al. 2010)(see Methods), to identify the              

flanking regions of orthologous tRNA clusters to confirm gains or losses. 

We identified four instances of tRNA anticodon shifts, resulting in three changes            

in tRNA identity (alloacceptor shifts) and one change that retained the original tRNA             

identity (isoacceptor shift) (Fig. 6B), confirming previous genome scans using older           

assemblies (Velandia-Huerto et al. 2016; Rogers and Griffiths-Jones 2014)(Rogers et          

al. 2010); (Velandia-Huerto et al. 2016; Rogers and Griffiths-Jones 2014). One additional            

alloacceptor shift (Met CAT > Thr CGT) previously identified in an older assembly of D.               

simulans (Velandia-Huerto et al. 2016; Rogers and Griffiths-Jones 2014), was not found            

in our analysis, though it is possible that we sequenced an alternate allele for a               

polymorphic anticodon. In each shift we observed, the derived tRNA sequence was            

otherwise similar to and retained the predicted structure of the ancestral tRNA. This             

suggests that these alloacceptor shifts may cause the aminoacyl tRNA synthetase           

(aaRS) to charge the alloacceptor-shifted tRNA with the amino acid cognate to the             

ancestral tRNA, integrating the wrong amino acid during translation. 

Y chromosome evolution 

We initially identified Y-linked contigs based on BLAST hits using D. melanogaster            

Y-linked genes as queries and found that the Y chromosome is scattered across many              
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contigs in all 3 sim-complex assemblies. In each case, the longest Y-linked contig is < 1                

Mb and the assemblies of several conserved Y-linked genes known to exist in D.              

simulans are missing exons. Some Y-linked exons ( e.g., exons 8–10 of kl-3 and exons              

6–8 of kl-5; supplemental Table S9) are present among raw reads but missing in our               

assemblies of the 3 species (Krsticevic et al. 2015; Chang and Larracuente 2019).             

Although X and Y-linked contigs should have the same coverage from the male reads,              

we instead find that Y-linked contigs only have ~60% of the coverage of X-linked contigs               

(supplemental Fig. S2 and supplemental Table S1). Y chromosome assemblies suffer           

from lower read coverage and a high density of repetitive elements and require the              

reconciliation of different assembly algorithms, careful curation by hand, and molecular           

validation—a labor-intensive process beyond the scope of the current study. 

Despite these challenges, our assemblies recovered 66, 58 and 64 of 83 D.             

melanogaster Y-linked exons (70–80%; supplemental Table S10) in D. mauritiana, D.           

simulans and D. sechellia, respectively, allowing us to study patterns of gene            

duplication and acquisition. Surprisingly, all known Y-linked genes except Ppr-Y exist in            

multiple copies in at least one of the sim-complex assemblies, and one exon of Ppr-Y               

appears duplicated in the D. mauritiana raw long reads. Most duplication events do not              

involve entire genes but instead correspond to partial tandem duplications (all but ARY,             

Pp1-Y1, and Pp1-Y2), similar to a previously discovered partial duplication of kl-2 in D.              

simulans (Kopp et al. 2006). We used PCR and Sanger sequencing to validate one              

duplicated exon from each of 10 Y-linked genes (excepting Pp1-Y1, because we could             

not find mutations that differentiated copies) (supplemental Table S11). Some          

duplicated exons ( e.g., kl-5 exons 9 and 10) are shared among species of the              

sim-complex, while other exons differ in copy number among species. For example,            

ARY is single-copy in D. melanogaster and D. simulans, but present in > 3 copies in D.                 

sechellia and D. mauritiana. 

Aside from known Y-linked genes, we also identified 41 duplications from other            

chromosomes to the Y chromosome in the sim-complex (supplemental Table S12), only            

11 of which were identified by a previous study that used Illumina reads (Tobler et al.                
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2017). Of these 41 duplicated genes, 22 of them are shared in at least 2 of the species,                  

indicating that many duplications are not recent. 27 of these duplicates have copies on              

both Y-linked contigs and other contigs whose location is unknown but may be Y-linked.              

We designed primers over unique deletions/sites in putative Y-linked genes and used            

PCR to confirm their Y linkage. 16 of 17 tested primer pairs amplified male-specific              

sequences (supplemental Table S11–12). Interestingly, we found that the Y          

chromosomes of simulans complex species share a mitochondrial insertion that are not            

found in D. melanogaster (the duplications are located on unassigned contigs in D.             

mauritiana and D. sechellia ). Among these duplicated gene families are the Y-linked            

pseudo-βCK2tes repeats ( PCKR) that are related to Stellate and Suppressor of Stellate            

(Chang and Larracuente 2019; Danilevskaya et al. 1991; Usakin et al. 2005). We found              

92 and 117 copies of PCKR on the Y chromosomes of D. simulans and D. mauritiana,                

respectively, but only 22 copies in D. sechellia. 

DISCUSSION  

To generate a complete map of genomic variation between closely related species, we             

constructed highly contiguous (contig NG50 = 20–23Mb) de novo genome assemblies           

of the three sim-complex species. Our assemblies fill gaps in the existing assemblies,             

capturing the entirety of euchromatin and a significant amount of pericentric and            

telomeric heterochromatic sequences into single contigs. However, these improvements         

are accomplished without introducing large-scale misassemblies; indeed we correct         

many known misassemblies in the existing genomes (Drosophila 12 Genomes          

Consortium et al. 2007; Schaeffer et al. 2008). We reveal previously hidden structural             

rearrangements and divergence in highly repetitive pericentromeric regions        

(Jagannathan et al. 2017; Sproul et al. 2019). Despite the low gene density in              

heterochromatin, the extensive genomic rearrangements that we discovered in these          

regions may have broad consequences on phenotypes and species evolution. Many           

factors linked to genetic incompatibilities between species are located in repetitive           

sequences inside the pericentromeric heterochromatin (Bayes and Malik 2009; Ferree          
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and Barbash 2009). Our assemblies now allow for comparisons of these regions, an             

important first step in exploring the mechanisms underlying these incompatibilities. 

Our quantification of the dispersed and tandem repeat content reveals the           

evolutionary dynamics of repeats between these species. The large blocks of satellite            

DNA in heterochromatin show dynamic evolution in location and abundance between           

the sim-complex species (Jagannathan et al. 2017; Sproul et al. 2019). Tandem satellite             

repeats are also found in euchromatin, especially the X chromosome (Kuhn et al. 2012;              

Gallach 2014). We report a striking enrichment (~15-to-50-fold) of satellite abundance           

on the X chromosome relative to autosomes, in contrast to previous reports of ~7.5-fold              

X-chromosome enrichment (Garrigan et al. 2014). The enrichment for satDNA in the X             

chromosome euchromatin may contribute to the extensive local structural         

rearrangements (Fig. 2A and Supplementary Table S5–6; (Sproul et al. 2019)). The            

structural rearrangements that we identified are not limited to Drosophila genomes–we           

also found extensive structural evolution within the Wolbachia genomes assembled          

from the D. mauritiana and D. sechellia strains that we sequenced. We infer 15 genome               

rearrangement events in wMau but only one in wSech, relative to closely related D.              

simulans Wolbachia strains (supplementary Fig. S6A–C). Interestingly, four previously         

reported deletions (Meany et al. 2019) in the same D. mauritiana strain of Wolbachia              

that we sequenced are all adjacent to rearrangements and/or duplications in another            

closely related strain of Wolbachia previously observed in D. simulans (supplementary           

Fig. S6C) . Whether structural rearrangements in Wolbachia genomes covary with          

Wolbachia titer and transmission (Meany et al. 2019, Serbus and Sullivan 2007),            

virulence (Chrostek and Teixeira 2018), fitness effects underlying low-frequency spread          

(Turelli and Hoffmann 1995; Kriesner et al. 2013), Wolbachia frequency variation           

(Cooper et al. 2017, Kriesner et al. 2016), or reproductive manipulations like            

cytoplasmic incompatibility (Hoffmann and Turelli 1997) is an important question for           

future studies. 

The close relatedness of the three sim-complex species, their intercrossability          

and genome collinearity, and their proximity to the premier model organism D.            
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melanogaster, has made these species models for population, evolutionary, and          

speciation genetics. Despite their close relatedness, these species clearly have evolved           

significant ecological, behavioral, and genetic differences that shape their genomes and           

biology. One particularly salient feature of the sim-complex is the large variation in             

population size among its members. D. simulans exhibits the largest population in the             

simulans species complex, with estimates exceeding that of D. melanogaster (Akashi           

1995, 1996). On the other hand, presumably as a result of being an island endemic, D.                

sechellia is inferred to have the smallest effective population size in the mel-complex.             

Consistently, D. sechellia shows signatures of a reduced selection efficacy across the            

genome: lower codon usage bias (Singh et al. 2007), lower levels of polymorphism             

(Kliman et al. 2000), and increased fixation of slightly deleterious mutations (McBride            

2007). We observe that tRNAs are most dynamic in D. sechellia , and 75% of anticodon               

shifts (67% of alloacceptor shifts) are found in this species’ genome but not the other               

three species genomes. The enrichment of euchromatic satellites in D. sechellia may            

also be explained by weak selection against satellite DNA expansion as a result of its               

comparatively smaller population size. 

Transposable elements (TEs) are the most abundant class of structural variants           

in Drosophila genomes and an important source of phenotypic variation (Feschotte           

2008; Cridland et al. 2013; Chakraborty et al. 2018). For example, we identified TE              

insertions in the white gene in our assemblies that may be responsible for the white-eye               

phenotype of the D. simulans and D. mauritiana strains we sequenced (supplemental            

Fig. S21). However, TEs are poorly represented in current draft-quality genome           

assemblies (Salzberg and Yorke 2005; Alkan et al. 2011b) and escape detection using             

short-read sequencing approaches, challenges that are overcome by highly contiguous          

assemblies (Chakraborty et al. 2018, 2019). While contiguous assemblies have been           

used to study TEs in D. melanogaster (Chakraborty et al. 2018, 2019), the historical              

paucity of reference-quality genomes from closely related species has imposed          

limitations to inferring the evolutionary dynamics of TE-turnover on short timescales. 
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Our contiguous assemblies reveal that repeat content of these genomes is           

shaped by contemporary evolutionary forces acting on segregating TEs, as well as TE             

sequences acquired on ancestral lineages. We confirm that D. melanogaster harbors           

more sequences derived from TEs than the sim-complex species, due primarily to the             

higher recent activity of LTR elements (Bergman and Bensasson 2007). However, the            

differences in TE genome content are substantially lower than previous estimates: the            

euchromatic portion of the D. melanogaster genome possesses only ~1.2 fold more TE             

sequence than D. simulans , in contrast to previously reported differences of 3-7 fold             

(Young and Schwartz 1981; Dowsett and Young 1982; Nuzhdin 1995; Vieira et al. 1999;              

Vieira and Biémont 2004; Drosophila 12 Genomes Consortium et al. 2007).           

Approximately 75-80% of the genomic TE content in all four species is due to              

species-specific TE insertions (Fig. 4), and much of this content is likely polymorphic             

within each species (Chakraborty et al. 2018). 

TE activity is generally deleterious to host organisms (Petrov et al. 2011;            

Cridland et al. 2013; Chakraborty et al. 2019): transposition disrupts genes and other             

functional elements (Cooley et al. 1988), TE sequences can act as ectopic regulatory             

elements (Feschotte 2008), and TEs provide templates for ectopic recombination          

(Langley et al. 1988). As a consequence, Drosophila has evolved host defenses against             

(e.g. the piRNA and endo-siRNA pathways (Aravin et al. 2007; Brennecke et al. 2007;              

Chung et al. 2008; Kelleher et al. 2018) TE proliferation. These defenses likely shape              

the genomic TE content in D. melanogaster and the sim-complex species. Recent work             

in D. simulans and D. melanogaster demonstrates that TE insertions can alter local             

chromatin state, and thus the expression of adjacent sequences, with potentially           

deleterious consequences (Lee and Karpen 2017). Heterochromatin proteins and         

proteins that regulate heterochromatin formation (suppressors of variegation) are         

expressed at higher levels in D. simulans, which has been hypothesized to allow             

heterochromatin to spread further from TEs into nearby euchromatin in D. simulans than             

D. melanogaster (Lee and Karpen 2017). Euchromatic TE insertions in D. simulans            

may, therefore, be more deleterious and removed more efficiently by selection than            
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those in D. melanogaster . In our study, this balance between TE activity and host              

suppression appears to be dynamic across lineages: non-LTR retrotransposons         

comprise the majority (52%) of the TEs fixed in the mel-complex ancestor, whereas             

DNA elements comprise most (71%) of the TE sequences fixed in the ancestor of the               

sim-complex species. For example, INE-1 elements (Yang and Barbash 2008) comprise           

the most abundant TEs fixed in the sim-complex ancestor, and contribute the largest             

proportion of TEs assimilated into exons and to the formation of new genes (Yang et al.                

2008). Distinct compositions of the TEs fixed in the ancestors of mel-complex and             

sim-complex underscore the lineage-specific mechanisms governing the dynamics of         

TEs and their functional impacts. 

Differences in TE activity may also contribute to intron size differences, as            

euchromatic introns containing repetitive DNA are ~10% longer in D. melanogaster than            

in the sim-complex genomes. Previous studies of variation inside putatively          

non-functional dead on arrival TEs have demonstrated species-specific mutation         

patterns on smaller scales, including the relative size and frequency of insertions and             

deletions (Petrov et al. 1996; Petrov and Hartl 1998; Blumenstiel et al. 2002). D.              

simulans introns are shorter than D. melanogaster ’s (Comeron and Kreitman 2000;           

Ometto et al. 2005) perhaps in part because insertions in introns are favored in D.               

melanogaster (Presgraves 2006). Consistent with these studies, our analysis of          

mutations in introns find that both D. simulans and D. melanogaster have more             

segregating deletions than insertions (1.35 and 1.41 deletions per insertion,          

respectively), but that in D. simulans, the average deletion is larger than the average              

insertion (4.45 bp vs. 3.31 bp), while segregating insertions are slightly larger than             

deletions (7.19 bp vs. 6.68 bp) in D. melanogaster (supplementary text). These biases             

are likely the reason that introns without repetitive DNA are ~3 bp longer in the               

melanogaster genome than in D. simulans. The observation that simple introns in D.             

sechellia and D. mauritiana are closer in size to D. simulans than to D. melanogaster               

suggests that all three sim-complex species share similar insertion and deletion biases.            

Other factors also likely contribute to interspecific differences in intron length. For            
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example, the sim-complex has a higher recombination rate (True et al. 1996a; Brand et              

al. 2018) which may increase the efficacy of selection to reduce the cost of both               

transposon transcription and insertion. 

Duplicated genes have previously been found to contribute to species and           

clade-specific adaptations, species differentiation and genetic incompatibilities (Lynch        

and Force 2000; Ting et al. 2004; Chakraborty and Fry 2015), and to be engaged in                

intragenomic conflicts (Tao et al. 2007b; Helleu et al. 2016; Eickbush et al. 2019). Even               

partial duplications of genes can have important functional consequences such as           

creating novel protein structures (Long et al. 2003; Arguello et al. 2006; Katju and Lynch               

2006; Zhou et al. 2008). While comprehensive identification of gene duplications is            

necessary to evaluate the impact of gene duplication on genome evolution, such            

duplications are often misassembled or remain unassembled in draft quality genomes           

(Salzberg and Yorke 2005; Alkan et al. 2011b). Our assemblies of the three             

sim-complex species provide a unique opportunity to evaluate the contribution of           

sequence duplications towards structural divergence between species. We estimate         

that within the mel-complex lineage, the rate of new gene acquisition via duplication is              

roughly one new gene every 78,000 years (~12.8 duplicates per my). Assuming            

~13,000 single-copy genes in the Drosophila genome, this translates to a rate of             

duplicate acquisition of 10 -9 duplicates / single-copy gene per year, a rate remarkably             

similar to previous estimates based on different data and over a different timescale             

(Osada and Innan 2008). When we include partial gene duplications, we find that the              

sim-complex species ancestor acquired a new duplicate every 40,000 years (~24.8           

duplicates per my), or almost 2×10 -9 duplicates / single-copy gene per year. These             

estimates suggest that the per gene rate of acquiring new genes is similar to the per                

nucleotide neutral mutation rate (Keightley et al. 2014). We also observed an            

enrichment of duplicated genes on the X chromosome compared to the autosomes,            

suggesting either a higher rate of duplication or fixation of new duplicates on the X               

chromosome. 
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We discovered new gene duplicates that were missing or incorrectly assembled           

in the existing assemblies of the sim-complex species, including mutations in genes that             

themselves mediate the evolution of the repetitive genome. For example, we discovered            

a previously hidden duplicate of su(f), which facilitates mRNA 3’ end processing and             

suppresses the expression of Gypsy LTR transposons (Parkhurst and Corces 1986;           

Mazo et al. 1989). The extra su(f) copy could potentially contribute to the observation of               

the lower abundance of LTR elements in the sim-complex species compared to D.             

melanogaster (Fig. 4). Another gene duplicated in the sim-complex, mh , interacts with a             

large satellite found in the X-linked heterochromatin called 359-bp –a member of the            

1.688 gm/cm3 family of satellites–to maintain the stability of parental genomes during            

embryogenesis (Tang et al. 2017). The proximal copy maintains ancestral gene           

structure and expression, but the distal copy of mh is shorter than the ancestral copy               

and has male-biased expression. We predict that the distal mh copy is functional             

because it is conserved in all three species. We suspect that it is involved in maintaining                

genome integrity, given its ancestral function of satellite-mediated chromatin remodeling          

and the high similarity between the ancestral and derived proteins (Fig. S16). Given that              

the heterochromatic location of the 359-bp satellite varies between species          

(Jagathannan et al 2017, Sproul et al 2019), and that the euchromatic distribution of              

related repeats in the 1.688 family are similarly dynamic (Sproul et al 2019), it is               

tempting to speculate that the role of the duplicated mh may be related to the dynamic                

evolution of 359-bp  and related satellites in the sim-complex. 

Sex chromosomes play a special role in the evolution of post-zygotic hybrid            

incompatibilities. Within the sim-complex, genomic signatures of recent gene flow and           

factors causing hybrid male sterility are depleted and enriched on the X chromosome,             

respectively (True et al. 1996b; Tao et al. 2003; Masly and Presgraves 2007; Meiklejohn              

et al. 2018). Although the Drosophila Y chromosome has a low gene density— ~20              

genes in 40 Mb—it contributes to hybrid incompatibilities and affects a wide array of              

phenotypes including longevity, immunity (Araripe et al. 2016; Case et al. 2015; Kutch             

and Fedorka 2015), meiotic drive (Voelker 1972; Atlan et al. 1997; Unckless et al.              
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2015), male fitness (Chippindale and Rice 2001) and gene expression across the            

genome (Lemos et al. 2010; Branco et al. 2013). Gene duplication and gene traffic from               

the autosomes can shape the evolution of Y-linked gene content (Kopp et al. 2006;              

Koerich et al. 2008; Carvalho et al. 2015; Ellison and Bachtrog 2019). We found that               

gene duplication is rampant on sim-complex Y chromosomes. These duplication events           

involve both conserved Y-linked genes and new Y-linked genes that move from            

elsewhere in the genome to the Y chromosome. The D. melanogaster Y chromosome             

has a history of strong selective sweeps (Larracuente and Clark 2013), suggesting that             

some Y-chromosome divergence may contribute to adaptation in the mel-complex          

species.  

Previous sequencing technologies restricted comparative genomic research to        

primarily unique sequences and neglected repetitive genomic regions. Recently         

reconstructed contiguous genome assemblies using single-molecule sequencing have        

demonstrated that these previously unassembled or misassembled genomic sequences         

harbor extensive hidden genetic variation relevant to genome evolution and organismal           

phenotype (Khost et al. 2017; Chakraborty et al. 2018; Stein et al. 2018; Chaisson et al.                

2019; Chang and Larracuente 2019; Miga et al. 2019; Stitzer et al. 2019). However,              

understanding the evolution of these rapidly diverging repetitive, complex genomic          

regions and their effect on adaptation and species differentiation requires a direct            

comparison between closely related species. Our assemblies revealed that the          

genomes of these four Drosophila species have diverged substantially in the regions            

that have been historically recalcitrant to assembly. Further studies of these previously            

hidden differences in the sibling species complex in Drosophila and other organisms will             

help us understand the dynamics of genome evolution underlying speciation and           

species diversification. 
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METHODS 

Data collection 

Genomic DNA was extracted from males following the protocol described in           

Chakraborty et al. (2016). To shear the DNA, it was subjected to 10 plunges of a 21                 

gauge needle followed by 10 plunges of a 24 gauge needle. It was then subjected to the                 

20-80Kb size selection protocol on the Blue Pippin instrument (Chakraborty et al. 2016).             

The size distribution of genomic DNA was measured with pulse-field gel electrophoresis            

(Chakraborty et al. 2016). The library for D. mauritiana (w12), D. simulans ( wXD1), and D.               

sechellia (Rob3c / Tucson 14021-0248.25) were generated following the standard 20 kb            

library protocol. All the sequencing was performed at the UCI genomics core using the              

P6-C4 chemistry on the RS II platform. 

We used published Illumina DNA-seq data to polish the genome assemblies.           

Single-end Illumina data for D. simulans was generated by Meiklejohn et al.            

( SRX5065614; Meiklejohn et al. 2018). D. mauritiana paired-end data was obtained           

from the NCBI short read archive (SRX684364 and SRX135546), and paired-end D.            

sechellia reads were obtained from D. Garrigan ( PRJNA541958: SRX5807620 to          

SRX5807622; (Garrigan et al. 2012)). 

To collect RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq) data, D. simulans ( wXD1), D. mauritiana           

( w12) and D. sechellia (Rob3c / Tucson 14021-0248.25) were reared at room            

temperature in vials on standard cornmeal-molasses medium. Males and virgin females           

were collected post-eclosion and allowed to age for 3-5 days in single-sex vials. 20-30              

flies were then flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80ºC for RNA extraction.              

Testes from at least 100 males were dissected in PBS buffer and stored at -80ºC. For                

D. simulans and D. mauritiana, Total RNA was extracted following standard protocols            

using Trizol (Invitrogen), chloroform, and phase-lock gel tubes (Fisher Scientific).          

Sequencing libraries were generated using the Illumina TruSeq Stranded mRNA kit with            
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125 bp inserts and paired-end reads were sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq 2500 at the               

University of Minnesota Genomics Center. For D. sechellia, total RNA was isolated from             

whole tissue using the RNeasy Plus Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) per manufacturer’s            

recommendations. The TruSeq RNA Sample Preparation Kit V2 (Illumina, San Diego,           

CA) was used for next generation sequencing library construction per manufacturer’s           

protocols. Briefly, polyA mRNA was purified from ~100 ng total RNA with oligo-dT             

magnetic beads and fragmented. First-strand cDNA synthesis was performed with          

random hexamer priming followed by second-strand cDNA synthesis. End repair and 3'            

adenylation was performed on the double-stranded cDNA. Illumina indexed adaptors          

were ligated to both ends of the cDNA, purified by gel electrophoresis and amplified with               

PCR primers specific to the adaptor sequences to generate amplicons of approximately            

200 to 500 bp in size. The amplified libraries were purified by AMPure (Beckman              

Coulter, Brea, CA) purification and hybridized to an Illumina pair-end flow cell for cluster              

amplification using the cBot (Illumina, San Diego, CA) at a concentration of 8 picomoles              

per lane (data available in PRJNA541548). 

Genome assembly 

Nuclear genome assembly 

We obtained 21.5 Gb long reads for D. mauritiana (NR50 = 14.9kb), 20.9 Gb for D.                

simulans (NR50 = 15.7 kb), and 15 Gb for D. sechellia (NR50 = 15.2 kb). For each                 

sequence, we generated three assemblies: a hybrid assembly, a long read only            

assembly with PBcR and a long read only assembly with Canu. The hybrid assembly, or               

the DBG2OLC assembly, was constructed with the longest 30X long reads (assuming            

genome size of 130Mb) from each long read dataset with 19.4, 17.68, and 20.65 Gb               

Illumina reads for D. mauritiana , D. simulans , and D. sechellia, respectively. We            

generated a long read only assembly for each genome with PBcR (Berlin et al. 2015) as                

implemented in wgs8.3rc1 with the –sensitive parameter. We also generated a long            

read only assembly for each genome with Canu 1.2 with genomeSize = 160m useGrid =               
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false errorRate = 0.025 parameters for D. mauritiana and D. sechellia and with             

genomeSize = 160m useGrid = false errorRate = 0.035 parameters for D. simulans             

( https://github.com/marbl/canu/tree/5bd4744ad89b71243c7e52446c156956bd75672e; (Koren  

et al. 2017)). First, we merged the Canu and hybrid assemblies for each genome using               

quickmerge (Chakraborty et al. 2016; Solares et al. 2018) with the Canu assembly as              

the reference. We then used the merged assembly from the first step and merged it with                

the PBcR-sensitive assembly, with the former serving as the reference. In the first round              

of merging, we used the quickmerge parameters c=1.5, hc0=5.0, l = 1000000, and in              

the second round of merging we used c=1.5, hco=5.0, l=5000000. We increased the             

length cutoff for the second round of merging because at least one of the contigs               

aligning to the major chromosome arms was longer than 5Mb after the first round of               

merging. We further processed the assemblies with finisherSC (Lam et al. 2015) to use              

connectivity information from the raw reads that were not used by the assemblers ( e.g.,              

DBG2OLC uses the longest 30X of the data and MHAP corrects the longest 40X of the                

data). We polished all assemblies twice with Quiver (Chin et al. 2013), followed by final               

polishing with pilon (Walker et al. 2014). We then manually curated 10 misassemblies             

(supplemental Table S13), including fixing the mitochondrial and Wolbachia genomes          

described below. 

Mitochondrial genome assembly 

To assemble the mitochondrial genome for each species, we extracted uncorrected           

reads aligning to an existing partial mitochondrial genome using BLASR (Chaisson and            

Tesler 2012). ( https://github.com/mahulchak/mito-finder ). We selected the longest read        

exceeding a length cutoff of 18Kb (the mitochondrial genome is approximately 19Kb)            

and trimmed the duplicated sequences resulting from multiple polymerase reading          

through the sequence start point. We polished the trimmed reads twice with Quiver             

(Chin et al. 2013) to generate a consensus of all mitochondrial reads. 
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Wolbachia genome assembly 

We extracted the Wolbachia genome in D. mauritiana from the original Canu assembly.             

The Wolbachia genome in D. sechellia was not complete in any of our draft assemblies.               

To assemble the Wolbachia genome in D. sechellia, we collected all the reads mapped              

to two reference Wolbachia genomes (CP003884.1 and CP003883) using BLASR v5.1           

(Chaisson and Tesler 2012) with parameters (--clipping soft --bestn 1 --minPctIdentity           

0.70). We assembled these reads using Canu v1.3 with the parameters           

(genomeSize=3m; (Koren et al. 2017)). 

Assembly validation 

We used the long read coverage to detect assembly errors and validate copy number              

variants identified by our pipeline. We used BLASR (version 1.3.1.142244; parameters:           

-bestn 1 -sam; (Chaisson and Tesler 2012)) or minimap2 (2-2.8 parameters: -ax            

map-pb; (Li 2016)) to map the long raw reads to our assemblies and generate sam files                

that we converted to sorted bam files with samtools 1.3 (Li et al. 2009). We calculated                

long read coverage across the contigs using the samtools mpileup and depth ( -Q 10              

-aa) command. To validate CNVs, we randomly chose 20 CNVs for each species and              

examined long read coverage across the assembly regions containing the CNVs. 

We used Masurca v3.2.1 (Zimin et al. 2013) to detect redundant sequences in             

our assemblies. In summary, we used MUMmer (Marçais et al. 2018) implemented in             

Masura to map each contig to the assembly and detect small contigs that are also               

embedded in longer contigs. We designated candidate redundant contigs as smaller           

contigs greater than 40 kb with >90% identity, or between 10 and 40 kb with >95%                

identity, to the longer contigs. These putative redundant contigs may be a result of              

residual heterozygosity. To detect symbiont-derived sequences from symbionts in our          

assemblies, we used Blast+ v2.6.0 (Altschul et al. 1990) with blobtools (0.9.19.4;            

(Laetsch and Blaxter 2017)) to search the nt database (parameters “-task megablast            

-max_target_seqs 1 -max_hsps 1 -evalue 1e-25”). We calculated the Illumina coverage           
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of each contigs using SRR483621, SRR8247551, and SRR9030358 for D. mauritiana,           

D. simulans and D. sechellia, respectively. We designated contigs with homology to            

bacteria and fungi as potential contaminants (supplemental Table S4). 

QV estimation  

We aligned the Illumina reads from each species to their Pilon polished, pre-scaffolded             

assemblies using bwa mem with default parameters (Li 2013). Following Koren et al.             

(Koren et al. 2018), we used freebayes (v0.9.21; (Garrison and Marth 2012) to estimate              

the number of homozygous (GT = 0/0) SNP and indel errors using the command:              

“freebayes -C 2 -0 -O -q 20 -z 0.10 -! 3 -E 0 -X -u -p 2 –F 0.75 -b asm.bam -v                      

asm.bayes.vcf -f asm.pilon.fasta”. We call the concordance of Illumina reads to our            

assemblies concordance QV, represented as -10 log10E/T, where E is the sum of total             

bases changed (added, deleted, substituted) and T is the total number of bases             

(minimum coverage of 3). 

Scaffolding 

Prior to scaffolding, we masked repeats in all three assemblies with Repeatmasker            

using default settings. We scaffolded the assemblies of all three genomes with            

mscaffolder ( https://github.com/mahulchak/mscaffolder; (Chakraborty et al. 2018) using       

the release 6 D. melanogaster genome (r6.09) assembly as the reference. The            

repeat-masked genomes were aligned to the repeat-masked D. melanogaster major          

chromosome arms (X, 2L, 2R, 3L, 3R, 4) using MUMmer (Marçais et al. 2018). We               

filtered alignments using the delta-filter utility with the -m option and assigned contigs to              

specific chromosome arms based on the best alignment. We did not assign            

chromosomal arms to contigs with less than 40% of total alignment to any chromosome              

arm. To order contigs, we used the starting coordinate of the alignment that did not               

overlap with the preceding reference chromosome-contig alignment. Finally, we joined          

the contigs with 100 Ns, to represent assembly gaps of undetermined size. Finally, we              

prefixed all unscaffolded contigs with ‘U’. 
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Annotation 

Transcript annotation 

We first mapped transcript and translated sequences from D. melanogaster (r6.14) to            

each assembly using maker2 (v2.31.9; (Holt and Yandell 2011). We further improved            

the annotations by generating transcriptome data from whole females, whole males,           

and testes from the sim complex species. We mapped these available transcriptome            

data (see details in supplemental Table S14) using Hisat 2.1.0 with the maker2             

annotation, and then used Stringtie 1.3.4d to generate the consensus annotations from            

all transcriptomes (Pertea et al. 2016). We further validated potential duplicated genes            

in D. simulans using Iso-seq data from (Nouhaud 2018). We used Blast (-evalue 1e-10;              

(Altschul et al. 1990) homology to assign the predicted transcripts to D. melanogaster             

transcript sequences. To identify conserved introns, we kept isoforms with the same            

numbers of exons and only used introns flanked by exons of similar size in each               

species (< 10% length difference). To compare intron sizes between species, we used             

the longest isoform from each gene. We manually identified 61 introns from 6 genes              

with large introns (> 8kb). 

Large structural variant detection  

To show large scale synteny between the three sim-complex genomes and D.            

melanogaster, we created whole-genome alignments with the Mauve aligner (build          

2015-2-13) using the progressiveMauve algorithm with the default parameters: default          

seed weight, determine LCBs (minimum weight = default), full alignment with iterative            

refinement. We plotted gene density based on Dm6 annotations in D. melanogaster was             

plotted using Karyoploter (Gel and Serra 2017)). 
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Annotation of repetitive elements 

To show the distribution of repetitive elements in our assemblies, we constructed a             

custom repeat library by combining the latest Repbase release for Drosophila with the             

consensus sequences for complex satellites with repeat units >90 bp. In addition to             

previously annotated satellites, we identified unannotated complex satellites using         

Tandem Repeat Finder (TRF) as predicted repeats with period >= 10 and array sizes >=               

30kb. We compared these candidates to the latest Repbase release as well as the NR               

database to remove any redundant or previously annotated repeats. We manually           

curated previously unannotated sequences and added them to our repeat library. To            

avoid any bias arising from the use of an existing TE annotation database, we              

annotated novel TEs in the sim-complex species using the REPET TE annotation            

package (Flutre et al. 2011). REPET is an umbrella package, which includes both de              

novo (Grouper, Piler, and Recon) and homology (RepeatMasker, Censor) based TE           

annotation programs. We first fragmented the genome sequence into multiple 200 kb            

sequences. Then, these genomic fragments were each aligned to themselves using           

BLAST (Altschul et al. 1990) to identify the repetitive High-scoring Segment Pairs            

(HSPs). HSPs were clustered using Recon, Grouper and/or Piler (Bao and Eddy 2002;             

Edgar and Myers 2005). After computing multiple alignments of the clustered HSPs, a             

consensus sequence was obtained from each multiple alignments. These consensus          

repetitive sequences were treated as de novo identified TEs for further           

cross-comparison with known TE sequences from the RepeatMasker and Repbase TE           

libraries. Briefly, this cross-comparison involves fragmenting the genome (for         

parallelization) to obtain a TE map using RepeatMasker and/or Censor (Kohany et al.             

2006; Smit et al. 2013). We added these de novo TEs from the REPET pipeline into our                 

custom repeat library that includes novel satellites and used this library (Supplementary            

File S1) to annotate the three sim-complex species and the D. melanogaster reference             

with RepeatMasker v4.0.5. 
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We removed redundant or overlapping annotations and grouped the repeats into           

larger families using Repbase categorizations, as well as manual curation. If a simple             

repeat was annotated as spanning >= 100bp, we categorized it as a “simple repeat”,              

otherwise we categorize it as “low complexity”. We calculated the proportion of each             

repeat family in 100-kb windows across the scaffolds containing major chromosome           

arms. We also report the proportion TEs that are DNA transposons, non-LTR, and LTR              

retrotransposons for heterochromatin and euchromatin separately for each species. We          

determined approximate euchromatin/heterochromatin boundaries in the major       

scaffolds by identifying euchromatin/heterochromatin boundaries from D. melanogaster        

(Hoskins et al 2015) in each simulans clade species assembly using BLAST. We             

considered Chromosome 4 and all unassigned contigs to be heterochromatin. 

tRNA annotation and analysis 

We used tRNAscan-SE v1.4 (options: -H; (Lowe and Eddy 1997) to annotate tRNAs in              

the D. melanogaster reference (r6.09) and in our D. mauritiana, D. sechellia, and D.              

simulans assemblies. We sorted tRNAs within each lineage by position along the            

chromosomes and represented them as a peptide sequence based on the tRNA isotype             

predicted by tRNAscan-SE. We first aligned these peptide sequences using MUSCLE           

v3.8.31 (Edgar 2004) to generate a coarse alignment of tRNA positions for each             

chromosome (X, 2L, 2R, 3L, 3R). Next, we manually curated each of these alignments              

by hand, using the conservation of gene order, strand orientation, distances between            

adjacent tRNAs, anticodon sequence, and intron positions to guarantee the best           

alignments of tRNAs between lineages. 

From our manually curated alignment, we next identified syntenic blocks of           

neighboring tRNAs—separated by either conserved ( i.e., present in all species) tRNAs           

of a different isotype or by large physical distances along the chromosome. From these              

syntenic blocks, we identified changes in copy-number, isotype identity, anticodon          

sequence, or pseudogene designation (as predicted by tRNAscan-SE). We refer to the            

tRNAs within these syntenic blocks as positional orthologs, though we caution that            
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many of these tRNAs may have arisen through duplications or more complicated local             

rearrangements and 1:1 orthology between any two tRNA positional orthologs is not            

implied. We used raw long reads to verify nucleotide changes in predicted tRNA             

isotypes or anticodons within syntenic blocks, as some of these changes were the result              

of single-base substitutions or small indels in the tRNA anticodon loop and may be              

highly sensitive to errors in sequencing or mapping. Visualization of the alignments of             

raw reads at this position using the Integrative Genome Viewer or IGV (Robinson et al.               

2011) revealed that none of the observed changes in tRNA isotypes or anticodons             

among our assembled genomes were the result of sequencing or mapping error. 

We also used a BLAST-based orthology discovery method—similar to methods          

described in Rogers et al (2010)—to map tRNAs from D. mauritiana , D. sechellia, or D.               

simulans that did not share positional orthologs with tRNAs in D. melanogaster.            

Specifically, we asked if sequences flanking these tRNAs had orthologous sequences in            

D. melanogaster and if these sequences overlapped annotated tRNA genes in D.            

melanogaster. We first masked tRNA positions in each query assembly ( D. mauritiana,            

D. sechellia, D. simulans) using the maskfasta function in bedtools v2.20.1 (default            

options) (Quinlan and Hall 2010). We then masked repetitive sequences in the D.             

melanogaster reference using RepeatMasker v4.0.5 (Smit et al. 2013) (options:          

-species drosophila -no_is)—which served as our custom blast database. We extracted           

a 10 kb region of sequence—5 kb from each flank (including neighboring masked             

tRNAs)—surrounding each tRNA of interest and searched against the repeat-masked          

D. melanogaster database using BLASTN v.2.2.29 (options: -max_hsps 10000 -evalue          

10 -10). Orthologous windows were identified when both the left- and right-flanking query            

sequences produced significant search hits separated by fewer than 20Kbp in D.            

melanogaster. Putatively orthologous tRNAs were then identified if these orthologous          

windows either overlapped or flanked a tRNA annotated in D. melanogaster . 
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Genomewide SV annotation 

To discover the genetic variation that changes genome structure (ie structural           

variants/SVs, eg insertions, duplications, deletions, or inversions SVs), we aligned D.           

simulans, D. mauritiana , and D. sechellia genomes individually to the D. melanogaster            

reference genome (Hoskins et al. 2015) using MUMmer 4.0 (nucmer -maxmatch)           

(Marçais et al. 2018) and LASTZ (Harris 2007). We used both of these aligners because               

they exhibit complementary alignment sensitivity for the detection of copy number           

variation. The MUMmer alignments were processed used a custom program called           

SVMU v0.3 (Structural Variants from MUMMER; https://github.com/mahulchak/svmu       

commit 9a20a2d; (Chakraborty et al. 2019) to annotate the SVs as duplicates            

originating in either the sim-complex or in D. melanogaster. We also examined the             

LASTZ alignments that were not reported by MUMmer and added the duplicates            

detected by these alignments. The LASTZ alignments were first processed with the            

CHAIN/NET (Schwartz et al. 2003). The resulting syntenic net output file was further             

processed to identify the potential structural variations including copy number variants.           

The detailed workflow is available at https://github.com/yiliao1022/LASTZ_SV_pipeline.       

We tested the enrichment of the duplicates overlapping full genes on the X             

chromosome using the exact binomial test (binom.test() function in R). We calculated            

the proportion of total genes on the euchromatic X chromosome (2244/13861) based on             

the D. melanogaster release 6 GFF file (r6.09). We assumed that the sim-complex             

duplications overlapping D. yakuba duplications by at least a mutually 50% overlap            

(bedtools intersect -f 0.5 -F 0.5) were orthologous. We annotated inversions and            

insertions (>100 bp) using SVMU, based on whether the sim-complex sequences were            

inverted or possessed a larger gap between two syntenic segments compared to the D.              

melanogaster reference genome (Hoskins et al. 2015), respectively. To identify species           

or strain-specific TE insertions, we identified TE insertions in one species that were             

detected in genome comparisons between that species and the three other species            

genomes, requiring that the annotated insertions overlap 80% of their length (bedtools            
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intersect -u -f 0.8 -a ins.A.bed -b ins.B.bed). We manually inspected inversion            

breakpoints from the SVMU output in the nucmer- generated dotplots (nucmer           

--maxmatch) to validate the breakpoints. We annotated TE overlapping insertions as           

insertions overlapping 90% of the TE sequence from the repeat library, based on             

bedtools (bedtools intersect -u -wa -F 0.9 -a asm.svmu.ins.txt -b asm.te.bed). 

Shared TE analysis 

Due to the high divergence, the unambiguous identification of the syntenic region was             

difficult in the heterochromatic region. We, therefore, limited the shared TE analysis to             

euchromatic regions. To identify TEs shared between species, we aligned the 3            

sim-complex species to each other ( D. sechellia–D. mauritiana, D. simulans– D.          

mauritiana, and D. simulans – D. sechellia) using nucmer -maxmatch -g 1000 in           

MUMmer v4. Similarly, we aligned assemblies of these species individually to the D.             

melanogaster release 6 assembly. We extracted syntenic regions between species          

pairs from the “cm.txt” output of svmu 0.3 and validated these regions by inspecting the               

dotplots of the syntenic alignment coordinates (supplemental Fig. S22–23). To identify           

TE sequences completely contained with syntenic regions between species pairs, we           

used bedtools (bedtools -u -f 1.0 -a te.bed -b cm.eu.txt). We identified TEs shared              

among the members of the D. simulans species complex and D. melanogaster using D.              

mauritiana genome as the reference. TEs shared between D. mauritiana-D. sechellia           

(A) and D. mauritiana - D. simulans species pairs (B) were inferred to be derived from              

either the sim-complex or mel-complex ancestral lineages (Fig. 4), whereas TEs shared            

between A, B, and D. mauritiana- D. melanogaster pair were inferred to be derived from              

the TEs fixed only in the mel-complex ancestral lineage (bedtools intersect -u -a             

te.simclade.bed -b te.dmau-dmel.bed). We also repeated this analysis using D.          

simulans genome instead of D. mauritiana as the reference, reaching the same            

conclusion as obtained with D. mauritiana as reference. 
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Y chromosome analyses 

We used BLAST to identify the orthologs of all known D. melanogaster Y-linked genes              

in the sim-complex assemblies (Altschul et al. 1990). The sequences of new Y-linked             

genes were extracted based on Blast results. All alignments of duplicates were            

manually examined. 

Cytological validation 

We conducted FISH following the protocol from (Larracuente and Ferree 2015). Briefly, 

brains from third instar larva were dissected and collected in 1X PBS, followed by a 

8-min treat of hypotonic solution (0.5% sodium citrate), and fixed in 1.8% 

paraformaldehyde, 45% acetic acid, and dehydrated in ethanol. The 193XP probe was 

made by IDT with 5’-/56-FAM/ACATTGGTCAAATGTCAATATGTGGTTATGAATCC-3’. 

Slides are mounted in Diamond Antifade Mountant with DAPI (Invitrogen) and visualized 

on a Leica DM5500 upright fluorescence microscope, imaged with a Hamamatsu Orca 

R2 CCD camera and analyzed using Leica’s LAX software. 

DATA ACCESS  

All raw genomic data and RNAseq have been deposited to NCBI. The accession             

numbers of the assemblies, Illumina and Pacific Biosciences raw reads are provided in             

supplemental Table S15. 
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